United Interiors / United Artworks Art Licensing Agreement
www.united-interiors.com.au | www.unitedartworks.net

1.(The "Artist") submitting works for licensed reproduction hereby accepts the terms to this agreement
whereupon he/she effectively grants to United Interiors/United Artworks (“The Licensee”) an exclusive
license to use the Artist’s images, created and owned by the Artist, onto wall art and/or décor
("Licensed Products") and to distribute and sell these Licensed Products worldwide for a term of 12
months.
(Artist agreements shall be renewed or canceled upon inspection of sales during the 12-month period. If
not canceled, agreements shall remain in effect on an ongoing basis.)
The Artist also agrees to allow the Licensee to sell licensed products through their third party partners.
All sales both through the United Interiors/United Artworks site and third party partner sites shall be
tracked and reported with royalties paid at the rate below:2. The Artist shall retain all copyright in and to the Designs, original or varied.
3. The Licensee agrees to pay the Artist a nonrefundable royalty of 10% of the net sales of the Licensed
Products. "Net Sales" as used herein shall mean sales to customers less freight and any discounts run by
Licensee.
4. Royalty payments, if any are accrued, shall be paid monthly and in the month following the reported
month. The Licensee shall furnish the Artist with monthly statements of account showing the quantities
of all Licensed Products sold, inclusive of the net prices received.
5. The Licensee shall use its best efforts to promote, distribute, and sell the Licensed Products.
6. All notices and statements shall be sent to the Artist’s email address as follows:
7. This agreement may be varied and/or modified as agreed by mutual consent between the parties at
any time during the term of this agreement and may include variations pertaining to commissions
payable(%), variations of any design, additional new design(s), cancellation/revocation of any design,
participation in any sister sites created by Licensee, and any other relevant issue generally.

This agreement may also be canceled by either party at any time, and for any reason; disclosed or
undisclosed.
8. By accepting the terms below, the artist attests in the first instance that they hold the copyright for
all works licensed, and that Licensee shall not be held responsible for any suits or claims which may rise
from copyright claims regarding the herein licensed works.
Any suits or a claim arising from an artist’s work, or any type of reproduction thereof, listed on our site;
or on the site of any of our third-party vendors, shall be handled exclusively by the artist himself, and
any such works are subject to cancellation from our site(s) without notice. Violation of copyright is also
grounds for immediate artist termination, and any last royalties earned from artworks which are
believed to be in violation of copyright may be withheld at licensee’s discretion.
9. By your acceptance below, the artist attests that the artworks licensed herein are exclusive to the
Licensee for the period and are not listed for sale with any other wall art company worldwide.
NOTE: Artists are free to list works on their own personal websites and/or stores/websites where the
artist represents themselves independently. Violation of this agreement is reason for immediate
termination.
The Artist to complete below:
Type of reproductions desired
☐ I would like to license my designs as hand-painted reproductions ONLY.
☐ I would like to license my designs as prints ONLY (Artist must be able to provide high-quality jpgs 100
cm wide on the longest side and 300 dpi; no exceptions. We are not able to provide technical support
in this matter but there are many tutorials online that can give guidance.)
☐ I would like to license my designs as homewares ONLY.
☐ I would like to license my designs for any of the above.
Sometimes we need to alter the crop, stretch, or color of a design to fit a certain look or certain
dimensions we offer. Is that ok?
☐ Yes, edit my designs as you see fit, so long as they are instantly recognizable as the original design
United Interiors/United Artworks representative name:
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